MARSHALL LEGACY SERIES: WEAPONS OF WAR
Suggested Reading List

WEAPONS


PROPAGANDA

ATOMIC BOMB


FICTION


CHILDREN AND YOUNG ADULT


FILM AND TELEVISION SERIES

- Fury (2014)
- Manhattan (TV - 2014)
- Pearl Harbor (2001)
- Trinity and Beyond (1995)
- Fat Man and Little Boy (1989)
- The Atomic Cafè (1982)
- Thirty Seconds Over Tokyo (1944)

Please see our YouTube channel for propaganda films created during WWII
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PL7jF6pEM23dcWWaJO3Q0uGh6e-kVK9bw4

Please see our YouTube channel for Frank Capra’s series of films
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PL7jF6pEM23dcE3HsS8QsS2L31x4Do98Jp